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Design of p-type Transparent Conducting Oxide Sn2GeO4 by ab 
initio Evolutionary Structure Search 

Jun Yu#, a, Junjie Wang #, *, b, c, d, Mukesh Kumarb, e, Naoto Umezawa*, b, f, Hideki Abe *, d 

In contrast to n-type transparent conducting oxides, very few p-type transparent conducting oxides have been discovered 

till date. In this work, we predicted two new tin-germanates based compounds (Sn2GeO4) as potential p-type transparent 

conducting oxides having exceptionally low hole effective masses and wide band gap energies. Through detailed electronic 

structure calculations, we revealed that Sn2GeO4 compounds possess sufficiently wide band gap (3.24 eV) for transparency 

and very small effectie mass (0.46) for hole carrier due to the influence of divalent Ge2+. Our study show the potential of 

band engineering of Sn2+ and Ge2+ cations with (n-1)d10ns2 electronic configuration as p-type TCOs, which can expand the 

materials family for the future design and development of p-type transparent conducting oxides. 

Introduction 

Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) can be classified into two 

groups, i.e. n-type and p-type, based on their mobile charge 

carriers are electrons or holes. While p-type TCOs have drawn 

more attention since the discovery of promising p-type 

conductivity of CuAlO2,1 they are still much rarer than their n-

type counterparts. Recently, tin monoxide (SnO) has been 

proven to have the potential as a p-type semiconductor.2 

However, the narrow band gap (0.70 eV) of SnO prevents it to 

be the perfect transparency required for TCOs. The feasible way 

to extend the band gap is to mix the divalent tin in SnO and 

tetravalent tin in SnO2 together to synthesize new tin oxides. 

Some structures of mixed-valence tin oxides, which include 

Sn3O4 and Sn2O3, have been reported experimentally and 

theoretically. 3-10 Recently, we have conducted an extensive 

theoretical study of crystal structure search and electronic 

structure calculation of mixed-valence SnxOy compounds.11 A 

series of stable structures of mixed valence tin oxides, e.g. 

Sn2O3, α-Sn3O4, β-Sn3O4 and Sn5O6, have been confirmed. α-

Sn3O4 and β-Sn3O4 show a perspective as p-type TCOs with band 

gaps of 2.78 eV and 3.25 eV, respectively. However, our 

preliminary research shows that their valence band tops are too 

flat to produce small effective mass of hole, which is necessary 

for p-type TCOs application. To obtain p-type TCOs, Kawazoe et 

al.12 once proposed a possible scheme to form an extended 

valence band structure through introducing the covalence in 

the metal-oxygen bonding. Germanium (Ge) is a good choice of 

cationic species for the enhancement of covalence with oxygen 

since energy level of divalent Ge is close to that of oxygen p 

states similar to the case of Sn2+ in Sn3O4. The closed shell d 

electronic configuration of Ge is also advantageous for 

preventing coloration. Mizoguchi et al.13 have synthesized cubic 

SrGeO3, a new Ge-based TCO and expands the family of TCOs 

from ionic oxides to covalent oxides. This discovery also 

encourages us to search possible Sn-Ge-O compounds for TCOs 

application because this system can possess both of divalent tin 

and germanium, which are promising elements to enhance 

hybridization with oxygen p states. Recently, computational 

materials informatics including high-throughput screening14-16 

and evolutionary structure search11, has become an alternative 

method to experiment in designing new p-type TCOs. Based on 

the previous study of Sn2+-based TCOs,11, 16 we carried out a 

detailed Sn-Ge-O compounds search by employing the 

evolutionary algorithm.17-19 Two stable Sn-Ge-O compounds 

possessing low hole effective mass and wide band gap were 

confirmed and proposed as p-type TCO candidates. In addition 

to the identification of Sn-Ge-O compound structures, the 

underlying reasons for those exceptionally low hole effective 

masses were studied using electronic structure calculations. To 

the best of our knowledge, this is the first dedicated study to 

search the possible Sn-Ge-O TCOs by theoretical method.      
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Computational Methods 

In this work, we carried out an extensive structure searching of 

Sn-Ge-O compounds and electronic structure calculations for 

obtained stable structures through combining first principles 

calculation and an evolutionary structure search algorithm 

USPEX (Universal Structure Prediction: Evolutionary 

Xtallography).17-19 In the structure search process, the global 

optimization, which produced new structure through variation 

operations based on the evolutionary algorithm (such as 

heredity, permutation, mutation, soft mutation...), and the local 

optimization, which optimized the generated structures, were 

respectively done using USPEX and VASP (Vienna ab initio 

simulation package)20 codes. The first-principles calculations 

were carried out using the generalized gradient approximation 

(GGA) in the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)21 form as 

implemented in VASP. Relatively rough calculation settings 

were used in the structure searching to save the time for 

optimizing thousands of structure. Energy cutoff of 400 eV and 

spacing of around 2π × 0.05 Å−1 were set for the plane-wave 

basis set and the Monkhorst−Pack k-point mesh. The optimized 

structures of α-Sn3O4 and β-Sn3O4 in the previous study11 were 

used as prototypes in our structure searching of Sn-Ge-O 

compounds. The most stable structures obtained in the 

structure search were re-optimized using energy cutoff of 600 

eV and k-mesh resolution of 2π × 0.02 Å−1. The electronic 

structures, optical absorption and defect formation energy 

calculations of predicted structures were performed by 

employing the screened non-local exchange-correlation density 

functional (HSE06).22 We computed the band structures by 

HSE06 with a rigid shift of the conduction band (scissor 

operator) to fit the band gap to the GW (‘G’ is the Green’s 

function, ‘W’ represents the screened Coulomb interaction) 

value.23 Among various GW approximations, we used partially 

self-consistent GW (scGW0) approach using PBE wavefunction, 

where the Green's function ‘G’ is updated iteratively, whereas 

the screened Coulomb potential ‘W’ was kept fixed. 

Results and Discussion 

Through sampling over 5000 structures with different Sn-

Ge-O compositions, two structures (Fig.1) with the formula of 

Sn2GeO4 were obtained, which possess the space groups P-1 

and P21/c, respectively. The crystal information of these two 

predicted structures together with the structure data of 

previously reported Sn3O4
11 can be referred in the Table S1 of 

the Supporting Information. Similar with Sn3O4, the two 

Sn2GeO4 crystals are layered structures. The dynamic stabilities 

of these two new structures were both confirmed by the 

phonon dispersion calculations shown in Fig. 1. However, the 

calculated reaction energies reveal that only α-Sn2GeO4 is 

thermodynamically stable with respected to known compounds 

SnO and GeO2 with a negative reaction energy of -0.008 

eV/atom. The β-Sn2GeO4 could be a metastable phase with a 

slightly positive reaction energy of 0.003 eV/atom (Supporting 

Information Table S2). Comparing with α-Sn3O4 and β-Sn3O4, 

Bader charge analysis (Table S3 in Supporting Information) 

shows that the total charges of cations in α-Sn2GeO4 and β-

Sn2GeO4 are respectively decreased from 9.907 |e| in α-Sn3O4 

to 9.809 |e| and from 9.932 |e| in β-Sn3O4 to 9.709 |e|, which 

indicates the increase of the covalence of Sn2GeO4 compounds 

compared with that of Sn3O4. Therefore, we can expect that the 

dispersion of the valence bands of Sn2GeO4 would be enhanced 

according to the scheme proposed by Kawazoe et al.12 

The calculated band structure (Fig. 2 (a)) shows that the band 

gap (3.24 eV) of α-Sn2GeO4 is significantly increased compared 

with that of α-Sn3O4 (2.78 eV as shown in Supporting 

Information Fig. S1(a)).11 On the other hand, band gap of β-

Sn2GeO4 (3.20 eV), as shown in Figure 2 (b), is almost identical 

with β-Sn3O4 (3.25 eV as shown in Supporting Information Fig. 

S1(b)). Our previous study12 revealed that the band gap of α-

Sn3O4 and β-Sn3O4 are determined by the states of divalent tin. 

Similarly, the projected density of states (DOS) for α-Sn2GeO4 

and β-Sn2GeO4 (shown in Figs. 2 (c) and (d) in comparison with 

those of α-Sn3O4 and β-Sn3O4) reveal that the valence band 

maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) of these 

two structures are both determined by the states of divalent 

cations: Ge2+ and Sn2+. To form α-Sn2GeO4, two of four divalent 

tin atoms in the lattice of α-Sn3O4 (Table S1 in Supporting 

Information) are replaced by divalent germanium atoms. This 

results in opening the band gap of α-Sn2GeO4 compared with 

that of α-Sn3O4 due to the strong covalent nature of Ge-O bonds 

(Fig. 2(c)) and weakened inter-layer cation interactions as 

discussed below. The germanium atoms in β-Sn2GeO4 locate at 

the center of each layer and possess tetravalence. Hence the 

band gap of β-Sn2GeO4 is almost same with that of β-Sn3O4 

(Supporting Information Fig. S1(b)) because both of their VBM 

and CBM are determined by the states of interlayer Sn2+. 

However, the Sn2+ (5s) states in β-Sn2GeO4 gets spread wider 

than those in β-Sn3O4 (Fig. 2(d)) in the valence band region near 

VBM.11 The influence of Ge2+ on the band gaps of Sn2GeO4 

compounds will be discussed in detail in the latter part using 

crystal orbital overlap populations (COOPs) analysis. 
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Figure 1 Crystal structures, Brillouin zones and phonon dispersions 

of predicted (a) α-Sn2GeO4 and (b) β-Sn2GeO4. 

The partial charge densities at the VBM and CBM (Figs. 2 (e) and (f)) 

show that both the VBM and CBM mainly consist of cation states 

located at interlayer surfaces, i.e. Sn2+ and Ge2+ derived states for α-

Sn2GeO4 and Sn2+-derived state for β-Sn2GeO4, which is consistent 

with the projected density of states (DOS) (Fig. 2 (c) and (d)). 

Furthermore, the strong dispersions of the band structures at the 

VBM for both α-Sn2GeO4 and β-Sn2GeO4 (Figs. 2 (a) and (b)) are 

beneficial to produce small mass of hole, which is confirmed by the 

calculation of effective masses of the hole (mh
*) in the unit of free-

electron mass for α-Sn2GeO4 and β-Sn2GeO4 along each direction in 

the reciprocal space (Supporting Information Table S4).  The 

calculated effective masses of hole along [100] (α-phase: 0.53; β-

phase: 0.032), [010] (α-phase: 0.11; β-phase: 0.060) and [001] (α-

phase: 0.80; β-phase: 0.063) of two Sn2GeO4 compounds are 

exceptionally lighter than those of α-Sn3O4 (2.01, 0.28 and 0.24). This 

is especially truth in β-Sn2GeO4 and is a great advantage for p-type 

TCOS applications. 
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Sn 

Ge 

Sn 

Ge 
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Figure 2 Band structures ((a) and (b)), projected density of states (in comparison with those of α- and β-Sn3O4) ((c) and (d)) and 

partial charge densities ((e) and (f)) at valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) for predicted α-

Sn2GeO4 ((a), (c) and (e)) and β-Sn2GeO4 ((b), (d) and (f)). The positions of VBM and CBM are indicated by arrows in (c) and (d). 

 

An important criterion for assessing the capability of Sn2GeO4 

compounds as p-type TCO materials is the photoabsorption 

coefficient. Figure 3 (a) shows the calculated photoabsorption 

coefficients for α-Sn2GeO4 and β-Sn2GeO4 in comparison with 

those of SnO2 and α-Sn3O4, a well-known n-type TCO and a bi-

polar semiconductor. Both of the α-Sn2GeO4 and β-Sn2GeO4 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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exhibit zero absorption in virtually entire range of visible light 

(1.65-3.26 eV). It shows that the transparency of Sn2GeO4 

should be much improved as compared with α-Sn3O4 and is 

comparable with that of SnO2. Therefore, the zero absorption 

and suitable band gaps for a broad range of wavelengths in the 

solar spectrum suggest that Sn2GeO4 in discovered structures 

have great potential for application in p-type TCOs. 

   To further confirm the potential of α-Sn2GeO4 as p-type TCO, 

we performed DFT calculations for charged defects using a 

supercell model. Although both of the α-Sn2GeO4 and β-

Sn2GeO4 show promise as p-type TCOs, we only conducted 

defects calculations for the most stable alpha phase (Supporting 

Information Figure S2). The formation energy of defect DX with 

charged states q in α-Sn2GeO4 is given by  

Ef(DX
q) = Etot(DX

q) –Etot(α-Sn2GeO4)-ΣXnxμDX +qεF             (1) 

Where Etot(DX
q) and Etot(α-Sn2GeO4) are respectively the total 

energies of the supercell with a defect DX in charge state q and 

that of a perfect supercell without defect. nX is the number of 

element X (Sn, Ge, O and H) that has been introduced (nX > 0) or 

removed (nX < 0) from the perfect supercell. μDX is the chemical 

potential of element X and depends on the experimental 

growth or annealing conditions. The chemical potentials �̃�DX 

can be referenced to the calculated energies of elemental 

phases: �̃�metal = 𝜇metal − 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡[metalbulk]; �̃�O = 𝜇O −

0.5𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡[O2];  �̃�H = 𝜇H − 0.5𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡[H2]  To synthesize α-Sn2GeO4, 

the chemical potentials of constituent elements, which are 

referenced to the energies of the elemental phases, need to 

satisfy  

 

2�̃�Sn  + �̃�Ge + 4�̃�O  = �̃�Sn2GeO4     (2) 

 

where �̃�Sn2GeO4   corresponds to the enthaly of formation of 

Sn2GeO4: ΔHf(Sn2GeO4)=-12.9 eV. To avoid the precipitation of 

unwanted compounds, e.g. SnO2, GeO2 and SnO, following 

conditions and Eq. (2) should be satisfied simultaneously: 

�̃�SnO2 > �̃�Sn + 2�̃�O; �̃�GeO2 > �̃�Ge + 2�̃�O; �̃�SnO > �̃�Sn + �̃�O.  

In addition, the referenced chemical potential of each element 

must be negative: �̃�Sn < 0, �̃�Ge < 0 and �̃�O <0 

(�̃�Ge >-2�̃�Sn +�̃�Sn2GeO4). Consequently, Figure 3(b) shows that α-

Sn2GeO4 can only be synthesized in the metal-rich region 

shadowed by the red lines.  

 

    

Figure 3  (a) Calculated optical absorption coefficients of α-Sn2GeO4 and β-Sn2GeO4 plotted in comparison with those of SnO2 and α-Sn3O4 , 

chemical potential diagram associated equilibrium growth of α-Sn2GeO4 and formation energies of native point defects in α-Sn2GeO4 for (c) 

O-rich and (d) O-poor conditions. 

     Seven native point defects, i.e., oxygen interstitials IO, 

oxygen vacancies VO_1, VO_2 and VO_3, germanium vacancy VGe, 

and tin vacancies VSn_1 (tetravalent Sn) and VSn_2 (divalent Sn), 

were considered in the present study. For extrinsic defects, we 

(a) 

(c) (d) 

𝜇Sn (eV) 

𝜇
G

e
 (
e
V

) 

�̃�Ge = 2�̃�Sn + �̃�Sn2GeO4 − 4�̃�SnO 

�̃�Ge = 2�̃�Sn − �̃�Sn2GeO4 + 2�̃�GeO2 

�̃�Ge = �̃�Sn2GeO4 − 2�̃�SnO2 

(b) 

A B 
C 

D E 
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only considered H impurities since it is normally present in all 

growth environments of semiconductors. As pointed out by Van 

de Walle and co-workers, hydrogen can bind strongly with tin 

vacany in SnO to form VSn-H complex, which can act as a shallow 

acceptor to promote p-type conduction.24 Therefore, three 

complexes formed through the interaction of H atoms with 

divalent Sn and Ge vacancies and oxygen vacancy in α-Sn2GeO4, 

i.e. VSn_2-H, VGe-H and VO_1-H, were studied together with a 

hydrogen interstitial defect Hi in present work (shown in Figure 

S2).  Figure 3 (c) and (d) shows the formation energies of these 

defects as a function of the Fermi energy under oxygen-rich 

(point A in Fig. 3(b)) and oxygen-poor (point E in Fig. 3(b)) 

conditions, respectively. Unlike n-type TCOs such as SnO2, the 

oxygen vacancy can act as both donor and acceptor, although 

their thermodynamic transition levels are very deep, with 

(+2|0) transition levels at 1.1~ 1.4 eV above the VBM and (0|-2) 

transition levels at 0.2~0.9 eV below the CBM. Similarly, IO is a 

deep acceptor having a thermodynamic (0|-2) transition level 

at 0.5 eV below the CBM. Therefore, these native defects are 

not able to generate a significant amount of carrier. However, it 

shows that the VSn_2-H and VGe-H complexes are relatively stable 

in various charge states. The formation energies of VSn_2-H and 

VGe-H are respectively much lower than those of isolated VSn_2 

and VGe. The VSn_2-H and VGe-H complexes are both shallow 

acceptors with (+/-) transition levels at 0.32 and 0.40 eV above 

the VBM, respectively. Moreover, the formation energies of 

VO_1-H and interstitial Hi are higher than those of VSn_2-H and 

VGe-H under O-rich condition. The stability of negative charged 

VO_1-H only gets enhanced on the metal-rich limit (Fig. 3 

(d)).However, due to the presence of VSn_2-H, the Fermi levels 

under O-rich and O-poor conditions, which can be determined 

by the intersection of the lines of the most stable negative and 

positive charged defects, are respectively shifted downwards 

from 1.50 eV (intersection of VO_3 and VSn_2) to 1.10 eV 

(intersection of VO_1-H and VSn_2-H) and from 1.75 eV 

(intersection of VO_3 and VSn_2) to 1.15 eV (intersection of VO_1-

H and VSn_2-H). It shows that defect VSn_2-H plays important role 

in suppressing the hole-killing effect of oxygen vacancies, 

holding the intrinsic Fermi level being situated below the middle 

of the band gap of α-Sn2GeO4. This indicates that the presence 

of H defects is very helpful in realizing p-type conductivity in α-

Sn2GeO4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Crystal orbital overlap populations and energy level diagrams for α-Sn2GeO4. (a) Sn2+-Ge2+, Sn2+-O and Ge2+-O interactions; (b) 

Decomposed Sn2+-Ge2+ interactions; (c) Energy level diagram for Sn2+-Ge2+ interaction; (d) Decomposed Sn2+-O interactions; (d) 

Decomposed Ge2+-O interactions; (f) Energy level diagram for Sn2+-O and Ge2+-O interactions. The peaks corresponding to bonding and 

anti-bonding states in (c) and (f) are labelled by solid (bonding) and dashed (anti-bonding) arrows in (b), (d) and (e).  

   The crystal orbital overlap populations (COOPs), which are 

density-of-states-weighted overlap populations between two 

orbital centers, were calculated and shown in Fig. 4 for α-

Sn2GeO4 to gain further insight into the evolution of the band 

structure. The positive and negative regions of COOP represent 

bonding and antibonding interactions between corresponding 

atomic orbitals, respectively. The calculated DOS (Fig. 2 (c) and 

(d)) shows that the contribution from O, Sn2+ and Ge2+ is 

dominant over other interactions at the VBM and CBM of 

Sn2GeO4. This means interactions between the divalent Sn2+ and 
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Ge2+ (interlayer) and the Sn2+-O and Ge2+-O (intralayer) 

interactions determines the band gaps of Sn2GeO4. To simplify 

the discussion, the present COOP calculations (Figs. 4 (a), (b), (d) 

and (e)) only show the interlayer Sn2+- Ge2+ interactions and 

intra-layer Sn2+-O and Ge2+-O interactions around the Fermi 

level. Two energy level diagrams were constructed and shown 

in Figs. 4 (c) and (f) based on the COOP calculation results to well 

explain the mechanism of band gap widening of α-Sn2GeO4 in 

comparison with that of α-Sn3O4 (Fig. S1 (a)). The energy 

diagram in Fig 4 (c) shows that the anti-bonding state of 

Sn2+(5s+5pz)–Ge2+(4s+4pz) interaction consists of the VBM and 

the bonding states of Sn2+(5px+5py)–Ge2+(4px+4py) interaction 

contributes to the formation of CBM. Meanwhile, Figure 4 (f) 

reveals that the CBM is dominantly composed of Sn2+(5px +5py)-

O(2sp2) antibonding for the Sn-O interaction and Ge2+(4px+4py)-

O(2sp2) antibonding for the Ge-O interaction. 

 Moreover, the Bader charge calculations (Table S3 in 

Supporting Information) revealed that the covalence of Ge-O 

bonding in α-Sn2GeO4 is enhanced in comparison with that of 

Sn-O bonding in α-Sn3O4. Therefore, we can expect the 

interaction of Ge2+(4px+4py)-O(2sp2) is stronger than the 

Sn2+(5px +5py)-O(2sp2) in α-Sn3O4. Indeed, Figure 4 (f) shows 

that the distances between the bonding and antibonding states 

of Ge-O interactions are enlarged than those of Sn-O 

interactions (Figs. 4 (d), (e) and (f)), which lead to the upshift of 

CBM and the widening of the band gap of α-Sn2GeO4 compared 

to that of α-Sn3O4. This trend is the same as the band gap 

comparison between SnO2 and GeO2.25, 26 Although Fig. 4 (e) 

shows that the Ge2+(4s)-O(2sp2) interaction has contribution on 

the VBM, the influence of Sn2+–Ge2+ interaction is dominant for 

the determination of VMB as shows in Fig. 4 (a). 

Conclusions 

In summary, we have performed a comprehensive structure 

search for the Sn-Ge-O system and identified two stable 

structures of α-Sn2GeO4 and β-Sn2GeO4 through employing 

first-principles evolutionary structure search algorithm. Both 

predicted compounds show layered structures and possess 

wide band gaps, low hole effective masses and zero 

photoabsorption coefficients in the most range of visible light, 

therefore, are promising for p-type TCO application. 

Furthermore, our defects study demonstrates that α-Sn2GeO4 is 

a promising p-type semiconductor because shallow-acceptor 

defects can be obtained through the formation of VSn_2-H and 

VGe-H complexes by introducing H impurities into the divalent 

cation vacancies. For the first time, we revealed the role of 

divalent Ge in the formation of p-type TCO. By combining the 

projected densities of states, Bader charge analysis, COOP 

analysis, and partial charge densities, we revealed that the 

increase in band gap from α-Sn3O4 to α-Sn2GeO4 is determined 

by the weakened interlayer Ge2+-Sn2+ interaction and enhanced 

intralyer Ge2+-O interaction. 
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